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ABSTRACT 

The performance of biodegradable magnesium alloy stents (BMgS) requires special 

attention to non-uniform residual stress distribution and stress concentration, which can 

accelerate localized degradation after implantation. We now report on a novel concept in stent 

shape optimization using a finite element method (FEM) toolkit. A Mg-Nd-Zn-Zr alloy with 

uniform degradation behavior served as the basis of our BMgS. Comprehensive in vitro 

evaluations drove stent optimization, based on observed crimping and balloon inflation 

performance, measurement of radial strength, and stress condition validation via microarea-

XRD. Moreover, a Rapamycin-eluting polymer coating was sprayed on the prototypical BMgS 

to improve the corrosion resistance and release anti-hyperplasia drugs. In vivo evaluation of the 

optimized coated BMgS was conducted in the iliac artery of New Zealand white rabbit with 

quantitative coronary angiography (QCA), optical coherence tomography (OCT) and micro-

CT observation at 1, 3, 5-month follow-ups. Neither thrombus or early restenosis was observed, 

and the coated BMgS supported the vessel effectively prior to degradation and allowed for 

arterial healing thereafter. 

The proposed shape optimization framework based on FEM provides an novel concept in 

stent design and in-depth understanding of how deformation history affects the biomechanical 

performance of BMgS. Computational analysis tools can indeed promote the development of 

biodegradable magnesium stents. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the shortest time permanent metallic drug-eluting stent (DES) became the mainstay 

percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) revolutionizing the treatment of coronary artery 

disease (CAD) [1-3]. Yet, they remain for patient lifetimes and impose a rigid limitation to 

vascular access and arterial vasomotion forever carrying with them the potential late stent 

thrombosis [4]. To circumvent these issues, bioabsorbable polymeric scaffolds (BRS) and 

biodegradable magnesium alloy stents (BMgS) were developed, with the idea that they would 

gradually disappear after providing a arterial healing on par with or superior to DES [5, 6]. The 

BRS experience has been sobering. While clinical outcomes have been generally non-inferior 

to DES [7], multiple clinical trials confirmed an increased rate of thrombosis and myocardial 

infarctions with BRS if anything amplifying over time [8-10]. These results may be partially 

explained by malapposition from relatively weak polymer BRS materials [11, 12] and 

asymmetric material degradation from local stress concentration and microstructural damage 

from stent crimping and implantation [13, 14]. Magnesium alloys offer superior mechanical 

properties and uniform degradation behavior to polymeric materials [15, 16]. However, they 

are prone to the same asymmetric strains and degradation introduced by crimp [17, 18].  

Computer modeling, including finite-element method (FEM), has become an essential, 

multifunctional and reliable tool for cardiovascular stents development [19-22]. FEM has been 

widely employed to assess the biomechanical behavior of cardiovascular stents, in scenarios 

ranging from idealized simplified geometries to more complex anatomical representation of 

patient-specific situations [21, 23]. Design optimization can enhance device development and 

improve the mechanical properties of permanent DES [24-26]. Furthermore, numerical 

simulations of the behavior of magnesium alloys were established, based on uniform corrosion, 

phenomenological-stress corrosion mechanism [27], and pitting corrosion [28-30]. Some of the 

results obtained from numerical simulations were validated via experimental corrosion testing 

[31, 32]. The slowing of corrosion of BMgS can be achieved via homogenizing the stress 

distribution with a shape optimization process [33]. An optimization process for BMgS, using 



adaptive meshing for modeling degradation, improved the stent long-term scaffolding 

performance [34]. However, crimp deformation was not taken into account in previous shape 

optimization studies, an effect that may introduce significant plastic deformation, misleading 

stent designers regarding the in vivo stent properties at different timeframes. 

Materials properties, structure design and polymer coatings are the three key elements in 

the development of a BMgS. Corrosion modeling studies of BMgS behavior emphasized that 

localized corrosion leads to a non-uniform fracture of BMgS, even in an idealized artery 

geometry [28]. A magnesium alloy with localized corrosion performance can reduce the 

otherwise excellent biocompatibility, the uniform biodegradability and the adjustable 

biomechanical properties provided by BMgS [35, 36]. 

The present study developed a shape optimization framework for BMgS with a generic 

sine-wave design, made of Mg-2.1Nd-0.2Zn-0.5Zr (JDBM), a magnesium alloy with good 

mechanical properties and uniform degradation behavior [37]. The shape optimization 

considering the effect of crimping, was expected to modify the stent deformation history, 

minimize plastic strains, and homogenize the distribution of residual stresses. Moreover, FEM 

simulation predictions were verified against in vitro experiments. Finally, the optimized BMgS 

was coated with a Rapamycin eluting polymer and used in an in vivo test to proof effectiveness. 

A polymer coating becomes more critical on BMgS than DES, for anti-proliferative drugs not 

only reduce initial stenosis, but also prevent early degradation of the magnesium substrate [38, 

39]. 

Together these studies demonstrate the potency of computational modeling in driving 

device design. 

  



2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Study Design 

 
Figure 1. Study flowchart. Device optimization morphed a sine-wave ring stent with a 6 crown and open-

cell structure into an enhanced design. Detailed structure parameters were extracted from previous 

studies [40].  

 

Shape optimization with deformation path control was performed to obtain transform 

design for a BMgS stent made of JDBM alloy (Figure 1). Systematic in vitro experiments and 

numerical simulations were conducted to evaluate and compare the mechanical performance of 

the sine-wave and a transformed stent design. The better design was identified and implanted 

into 12 rabbits’ iliac artery to assess biodegradation behavior in vivo. 



2.2. Shape optimization 

Before shape optimization, a topology analysis was carried out for the repeated strut unit 

of a genetic sine-wave design (SIN stent) to obtain a pre-optimized 2D initial strut design 

meshed with shell elements. In order to avoid self-contact during crimping, we built the strut 

mesh based on the inner diameter (2.85 mm) of stent (Figure 2a). The deformation process of 

the stent included crimping of balloon-mounted stent from initial 3.0 mm (outer diameter) to 

1.3 mm, and subsequent stent expansion to 3.2 mm (outer diameter). For shape optimization, 

the process was simplified to compress and stretch the 2D strut model (Figure 2b, c). Material 

of JDBM micro-tubes properties manufactured in our previous study [41] were measured in 

uniaxial tension (Figure 2d). The density of JDBM is 1.84 × 103 kg/m3, Young’s modulus is 

45 GPa, Poisson’s ratio is 0.35, and isotropic hardening plasticity model [40]. The morphing 

method to define the shape domain and variations was reported in our previous research [33]. 

An algorithm based on global response surface method (GRSM) [42] was applied to control 

stent shape evolution (Figure 2e). The objective of optimization was to minimize the peak value 

of equivalent plastic strain on the 2D strut after expansion: 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 . 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 and 

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒  were defined as the maximum and minimum values of spacing between the 

adjacent edges (Figure 2b). We limited the range of 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒  and 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒  during 

optimization iterations to modify the crimped strut shape. Adjacent edges were designed as 

parallel as possible, to reserve space for polymer drug coating and to avoid self-contact and 

webbing of coating during crimping. The optimization was formulated as follows: 

Minimize 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (1) 

Subject to 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒 > 0.004 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (2) 

 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 < 0.005 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (3) 

A 3D model was built based on shape optimization (OPT stent) and specimens were 

manufactured via pulsed laser cutting.  



 

Figure 2. The boundary conditions and displacement loadings for the 2D strut model during shape 

morphing program. (a) The 2D initial shape (b) the crimped status and (c) the expanded status. The 

spacing values were introduced to modify the shape of the adjacent borders of the crimped strut. (d) The 

engineering stress-strain curve of JDBM used for manufacturing the cardiovascular stents. (e) The flow 

chart of the shape optimization procedure for the 2D strut model. 

2.3. 3D FEM model 

The FEM assembly for 3D simulation was composed of a stent, a folded balloon, a vessel 

and 12 rigid plates (Figure 1). An 18 mm long balloon with a folded diameter of 1.15 mm and 

a dilated diameter of 2.70 mm was meshed using 4-nodes quadrilateral membrane elements 

with reduced integration (M3D4R). A linear elastic model was adopted for the folded balloon, 

with a density of 1.6 × 103 kg/m3, Young’s modulus of 900 MPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.3. 

The mock artery dimensions were set to a longitudinal length of 30 mm, inner diameter of 2.8 

mm and wall thickness of 1mm. The vessel meshed with C3D8R elements was composed of 

three layers, i.e., the tunicae intima, media and adventitia, with respective thicknesses of 0.27, 



0.35 and 0.38 mm. The Holzapfel-Gasser-Ogden strain energy potential was used to model the 

anisotropic behavior of the arterial layers with distributed collagen fiber orientations [43, 44], 

described by 

 U = 𝐶𝐶10(𝐼𝐼1̅ − 3) + 𝑘𝑘1
2𝑘𝑘2

�𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑘2〈𝐸𝐸〉2 − 1�, 
(4) 

 E = κ(𝐼𝐼1̅ − 3) + (1 − 3κ)(𝐼𝐼4̅ − 1) 

where U is the strain energy per unit of reference volume; 𝐶𝐶10,𝑘𝑘1,𝑘𝑘2 and κ are the material 

parameters. 𝐼𝐼1̅  is the first deviatoric strain invariant, 𝐼𝐼4̅  is the pseudo-invariants of Cauchy-

Green deformation tensor, and E represents the deformation of fiber families. The stress-stretch 

behavior of the three arterial layers was reported by Holzapfel et al [45]. The Holzapfel-Gasser-

Ogden strain energy potential applied in artery modeling has been reported by Schiavone et al 

[46]. The number of elements was 67,344 for the SIN stent, 88,128 for the OPT stent, 16,640 

for balloon and 72,000 for the artery, respectively. 

Two FEM scenarios, mimicking in vivo and in vitro test conditions, defined SIN and OPT 

stents operation and stains, including crimping, expanding and recoil. For the in vivo scenario, 

stents were expanded in an arterial vessel. For the in vitro case, stents were expanded freely 

and then crimped by rigid plates to predict the radial strength. A general contact algorithm was 

applied to simulate the interaction between plates and stent, balloon and stent as well as vessel 

and stent, setting a normal hard contact and a tangential behavior with a coefficient of friction 

of 0.2 [47]. The simulations were run using the ABAQUS/Explicit code 6.14, (Dassault 

Systèmes, Vélizy-Villacoublay, France). 

2.4. In vitro experimental phase 

The SIN and OPT stents were cut out from JDBM micro-tubes of 3 mm of diameter and 

160 µm of thickness via pulsed laser, followed by annealing and electrochemical polishing. 

After electrochemical polishing, the thickness of stent is 150 µm. The stents were crimped on 

the PTCA balloon catheter with a folded diameter of 1.15 mm and an expanding diameter of 

3.0 mm at a nominal pressure of 6 atm (MicroPort Scientific Corporation, Shanghai, China). 

Inflation was conducted with applied pressure 6 atm under the observation of an optical 



microscope, and effects on stent dimensions recorded. The dog-boning effect, radial recoil and 

longitudinal foreshortening were calculated by: 

 
dog boning =

𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 − 𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖

𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 × 100% (5) 

 
radial recoil =

𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 − 𝐷𝐷𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 × 100% (6) 

 foreshortening =
𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 − 𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
× 100% (7) 

where 𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 ,𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 ,𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒  are the maximum values of the distal diameter, central 

diameter and mean diameter of eight rings during balloon inflating, respectively. 

𝐷𝐷𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒  and 𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒  are the mean diameter and length of stent after deflated the balloon, 

respectively. 𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 is the length of stent at crimped status [48]. 

Expanded SIN and OPT stents were re-compressed by the MSI RX500 Radial Force Tester 

with multi-cycle stepped testing, to calculate radial strength and stiffness. The stent was initially 

crimped to diameter of 2.8mm, and subsequently unloaded and incrementally reloaded to 2.6, 

2.4, 2.2, 2.0 mm sequentially. This pattern is referred to as “multicycle stepped loading” in the 

ASTM standards [49]. The advantage of this technique is that it allows the plastic deformation 

to be directly measured at a range of loads. The zero compression diameters, 𝐷𝐷0, was the 

intercept of cycle 1 loading line with the x-axis. The radial stiffness was the slope of cycle 5 

loading line. The radial strength was defined as the intercept of radial load curve with a parallel 

line of cycle 5 loading line starting from 0.9𝐷𝐷0 at x-axis (10% permanent diameter change from 

the original size). 

2.5. Residual stress measurements 

The JDBM stent has a microstructure of equiaxed, recrystallized grains, with a grain size 

about 10.9 μm [41]. Measurements of residual stress for the stent were carried out in a PROTO 

LXRD microarea mode, using Cr Kα radiation with an accelerating voltage of 30 kV, a tube 

current of 30 mA and 100 μm pinholes to reduce the width of the primary beam. The focus on 

the stent was adjusted by a specially designed dual laser focus. The {104} peak of magnesium 



at a diffraction angle 2θ ~152° was used to determine the stress of the JDBM stent. A lab-made 

insulated tape stick was inserted in the expanded stent, to assist moving and rotating. Stress 

determination was performed by: 

 𝜀𝜀ΦΨ
{ℎ𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖} =

1
2
𝑆𝑆2

{ℎ𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖}[𝜎𝜎11𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆2Ψ+ 𝜏𝜏13𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(2Ψ)] + 𝑆𝑆1
{ℎ𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖} (8) 

where 𝜀𝜀ΦΨ
{ℎ𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖} is the strain component, 1

2
𝑆𝑆2

{ℎ𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖} is the X-ray elastic constant of quasi-isotropic 

material equal to 1+𝑣𝑣
𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

{ℎ𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘}, 𝜎𝜎11 is the normal stress component, 𝜏𝜏13 is the shear stress component, 

Ψ is the angle between the specimen surface normal and the scattering vector,  𝑆𝑆1
{ℎ𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖} is the X-

ray elastic constant of quasi-isotropic material equal to −𝑣𝑣

𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
{ℎ𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘}  [50]. 

2.6. Animal model and surgical procedures 

OPT stents were first pre-treated in fluoride acid (40 wt%) for 24 hours to form a protective 

MgF2 layer to retard corrosion [51]. A hybrid solution containing poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid) 

(pLGA) and Rapamycin (RAPA) with an overall solid concentration of 1 w/v% was prepared 

in ethyl acetate and the mass ratio of RAPA was 12 wt.%. Another solution with a solute 

concentration of 0.5% w/v% was obtained by dissolving poly (L-lactide-co-trimethylene 

carbonate) (pLT) in ethyl acetate. Coated OPT stents were prepared using a rotary ultrasonic 

spray-coating technology to obtain a pLGA/RAPA coating with a drug loading of 1.4 ± 0.2 

μg/mm2 above a pre-sprayed pLT base coating. The stent was then mounted on the angioplasty 

balloon catheter delivery system (MicroPort Scientific Corporation, Shanghai, China). 

The coated OPT stents (n=12) were implanted into the iliac artery of New Zealand white 

rabbits (weight 3.0-3.5 kg) under digital subtraction angiography (INNOVA2100, GE, USA). 

All animal experiments were performed according to guidelines approved by the Animal 

Research Committee of the Zhongshan Hospital, Fudan University (approval number: NSFC 

81670319) and following the National Institutes of Health guide for the care and use of 

Laboratory Animals. Angiography was performed after intra-arterial administration of heparin 

(100 IU/kg), and the diameter of the iliac artery was measured with quantitative coronary 



angiography (QCA). The coated OPT stent was deployed in the iliac artery via balloon inflation 

to 7 atm for 30 seconds. The arteriotomy and dermal layers were sutured after catheter, wire, 

and sheath removal. All implantation procedures were performed by the same investigator team. 

Three days before the procedure and throughout the following period, all animals orally 

received 10 mg Aspirin and 12.5 mg Clopidogrel daily. Serial angiography and the follow-up 

optical coherence tomography (OCT) were performed to examine the safety and efficiency of 

the stents. After 1, 3 and 5 months from implantation, stented arteries were harvested. After 

pressure perfusion with saline to remove blood and immersion fixation in 10% neutral buffered 

formalin, samples were dehydrated and embedded in methyl methacrylate (MMA). Polished 

slices (~30 μm thick) from proximal, middle and distal part of each embedded MMA block 

were stained with haematoxylin-eosin (H&E staining) and visualized by vascular endothelial 

growth factor (VEGF) and CD68+macrophage immune histology fluorescent (IHF) staining. 

2.7. In vivo stent degradation 

Micro-computed tomography (micro-CT; Bruker Skyscan 1176, USA) was conducted to 

analyze the in vivo degradation of the stent in the iliac artery of the rabbit. The spatial resolution 

of micro-CT was 8.7 μm . More specific parameters are shown in Table S1. The residual 

volumes of internal Mg stent, coating and degradation product were calculated based on the 

threshold of gray value by the software Mimics (Mimics Research 20.0.lnk, Materialise Co, 

Ltd, Belgium). 

2.8. Statistics and data analysis 

Measured experimental results were expressed as the mean ± standard deviations. All tests 

were performed at least three independent samples for experimental measurements. The results 

were analyzed via Student’s t-test or one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) using SPSS 

statistics 19 software (IBM, USA). A confidence level of 95% (p < 0.05) was considered 

statistically significant. 

 

  



3. RESULTS 

3.1. Shape optimization 

Stent and strut design were optimized based on the materials properties of JDBM tubes, 

and the history of iterations. The optimization procedure was driven by GRSM algorithm to 

match the boundary conditions and converged at an extreme value of 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 after 72 

iterations (Figure 3a). Specially, iterations with the 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒  below 0.025 mm and 

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒  greater than 0.020 mm were identified. The coordinates in the compressed 

direction of struts of initial shape and 72nd iteration were shown in Figure 3c. The initial gap 

between 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 and 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒 (66.38 μm and 22.66 μm) was narrowed to 48.96 μm 

and 41.66 μm at 72nd iteration. Adjacent edges became almost parallel with sufficient margin 

to avoid contact. With effective control of crimped shape, both 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (the object of the 

optimization) and 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒 decreased significantly during the optimization (Figure 3d, e). 

The laser cutting drawing shows the design details of optimized repeat unit (Figure S1). 



 

Figure 3. Shape optimization based on 2D strut model. (a) Optimization history of the maximum 

equivalent plastic strain after expanding (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒) and range of spacing between adjacent strut edges 

after crimping (𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒  𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒). The results matching the boundary conditions of spacing 

were shaded for distinction. (b) 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒 versus 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒  plots of attempt evolutions and selected 

output of each iterations. (c) The strut coordinates in compress direction for initial and optimized shape. 

(d, e) The distributions of PEEQ for initial and optimized shapes after crimping and expanding. (f, g) 

The 3D model and the manufactured optimized stent (scale bar represents 1 mm). 



3.2. Balloon expansion and dog-boning effect 

 

Figure 4. Balloon expansion simulation of the SIN and the OPT stents with the corresponding 

validation experiments. (a) Pressure-diameter curves of stents from crimped status to a balloon pressure 

of 6 atm. (b) The dog-boning effect, recoiling in the radial direction and foreshortening in the axial 

direction of stents. *P < 0.05, n=5. (c, d) Simulated expansion (with maximum principal stress 

distribution) and experimental validation for SIN stent. (e, f) Simulated expansion (with maximum 

principal stress distribution) and experimental validation for OPT stent. Scale bars represent 1 mm. 



The differences between SIN and OPT stents were defined using 3D balloon-stent 

expansion simulations validated by experimental measurements in vitro (Figure 4a), including 

characterization of dog-boning, recoiling and foreshortening (Figure 4b). The deformation of 

the balloon-stent system calculated by FEM (Figure 4c, e) was highly consistent with 

experimental results (Figure 4a, d, f). The OPT stent had less dog-boning (22.1±2.1% vs. 

28.3±1.3%) and foreshortening in the axial direction (0.6±0.1% vs. 2.7±0.3%) than the SIN 

stent. Both stents started expanding at proximal and distal ends at a balloon pressure of ~2 atm, 

achieving an outer diameter of 3.1 mm at 6 atm. In contrast to the SIN stent which was expanded 

to 2.85±0.18 mm at 4 atm, the OPT stent experienced less dog-boning, obtaining an outer 

diameter of 2.80±0.24 mm at 3 atm (Figure 4a). Furthermore, non-uniform deformation led to 

high-stress concentration during expansion. The peak value of maximum principal stress of the 

SIN stent (308.1 MPa) was higher than the OPT stent (266.4 MPa) at 3 atm, while after full 

expansion the peak stresses of the SIN and OPT stents fell back to 287.5 MPa and 258.7 MPa 

at 6 atm (Figure 4c, e), respectively. Both stents had similar recoiling in the radial direction 

(4.3±0.5% vs. 5.0±0.6%). 

3.3. Radial strength and flexibility 

Muti-cycle crimping demonstrated that both stents possessed enough stability with 

deformation to finish the five cycle crimping from 2.8 mm to 2.0 mm (Figure 5a-c). The OPT 

stent performed 7% lower radial stiffness than the SIN stent (622.1±7.8 vs. 667.4±7.2 kPa/mm). 

The softer radial stiffness of the OPT stent was coincident with more rapid and uniform 

expansion with balloon inflation (Figure 4f). The OPT stent also demonstarted 9% higher radial 

strength (96.7±1.6 vs. 88.8±3.1 kPa). FEM analysis showed the same tendency with experiment 

results (Figure 5c): OPT stent performed higher radial strength (110.3 kPa vs. 102.1 kPa) and 

lower sriffness (653.4 kPa/mm vs. 721.5 kPa/mm). A mixed design stent combing optimized 

repeat unit and the straight connection was simulated for three-point bending test (Figure S2a) 

based on ASTM-2606 [52]. The result shows that optimized repeat units improve the flexibility 

of the stent. Moreover, ‘n’ shape links make the OPT stent more compliant (Figure S2b). 



 

 

Figure 5. The radial strength test of the SIN and OPT stents. The parallel loading lines for multi-cycles 

re-crimping tests of (a) the SIN and (b) OPT stents. The triangles marked the slopes of loading lines for 

cycle 1 and cycle 5, which were used for locating the initial contact point and measuring the radial 

stiffness respectively. (c) Result of radial strength and stiffness from simulations and experiment 

measurements. The radial strength of OPT stent is 9% higher than SIN stent and radial stiffness of OPT 

stent is 7% lower than SIN stent. *P < 0.05, n=5. 

3.4. Residual stress measurement via microarea-XRD 

The residual stress measurement position was the symmetry point at the inner edge of bow 



(indicated by red points and black arrows, Figure 6a, b). Considering the diffraction region is 

small (100 µm), the limited number of grains results in a great scatter in the 𝜀𝜀ΦΨ − 𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆2Ψ 

diagram of {104} planes of magnesium on the stents (Figure 6c, d). Normal residual stresses in 

the SIN and OPT stent were -53.5±16.4 MPa and -34.9±16.1 MPa while tangential residual 

stresses were 5.7±7.0 MPa and 24.7±6.9 MPa, respectively. 

To compare the residual stress with simulation output directly, force decomposition was 

based on the cylindrical coordinates (Figure 6a, b), because circumferential and axial stress 

component is parallel to normal and tangential residual stress respectively. For normal residual 

stress (Figure 6e, f), the circumferential components at midpoint of the inner edge in SIN and 

OPT stents were -75.4 MPa and -36.1 MPa respectively. For tangential residual stress (Figure 

6g, h), the axial component at same points was 10.6 MPa and 10.7 MPa, within acceptable 

errors from measured values. 

Histograms of maximum principal stresses (Figure 6i) show that the peak stress in SIN 

stent is higher than in OPT stent (148.7 MPa vs. 124.3MPa), and the volume percentage of 

high-stress regions (≥100 MPa) in SIN stent is larger than in OPT stent (4.12% vs. 0.68%) as 

well. Due to the stress corrosion mechanism, high residual stress regions would be vulnerable 

in an aggressive solution, like blood plasma. 



 

Figure 6. The measurement and analysis of residual stress state. (a, b) The maximum principal stress 

distribution of the SIN and OPT stents after balloon inflation and recoil. The measured position of 

micro-area XRD were indicated by red points and black arrows. (c, d) The 𝜀𝜀ΦΨ − 𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆2Ψ diagram of 

{104} planes of magnesium on SIN and OPT stents. (e, f) The distribution of the circumferential stress 

component of the SIN and OPT stents. And the stress component values along the inner edge. (g, h) 



The distribution of axial stress component and the values along the inner edge for the SIN and OPT 

stents. (i) The histograms of the maximum principal stress of the SIN and OPT stents. The range of 

each bin is 5 MPa. Compared to the SIN stent, a significant reduction could be found in high-stress 

regions (≥100 MPa) of the OPT stent, indicated by the black arrow.  

3.5. Analysis of stress conditions of vascular vessel 

Before performing the in vivo test, another factor in the selection of the best stent was the 

non-biological stress exerted to the artery evaluated by FEM. The outer diameter of SIN and 

OPT stents reached 3.07 and 3.11 mm at inflated state with 7 atm pressure of balloon in the 

artery, respectively. Compared to free stent expansion, the peak values of maximum principal 

stress for the SIN and OPT stents respectively increased to 163.3 MPa and 148.0 MPa after 

being implanted in the arteries (Figure 7a, b). 

The radial, circumferential and axial stress components on the intima surface were 

investigated for the SIN and OPT stents at the end of the balloon inflation. The patterns of the 

stent cells could be observed in the distributions of radial stress on intima (Figure 7c). The 

maximum values of circumferential and axial stress for the OPT stents were 53.04 kPa and 

21.99 kPa lower but not statistically different from the SIN stent 57.49 kPa and 25.01 kPa, 

respectively (Figure 7d, e). Similarly von Mises stress on the three layers was lower with OPT 

(Figure 9f-h) - peak stresses on the media and the adventitia reached 9.29 kPa and 11.04 kPa 

for the SIN stent, and 8.87 kPa and 9.51 kPa for the OPT stent. As the stresses on the intima 

layer were much higher than those on the media and adventitia layers, we calculated the von 

Mises stress on the surface of intima layer to predict the influences of the SIN and OPT stents 

(Figure 7i). While the maximum values were 61.62 kPa and 64.16 kPa were without significant 

difference, it is apparent that the stress distribution on the intima is higher for the SIN than the 

OPT stent. More specifically, the area fraction of relative high-stress regions (≥40 kPa) for the 

SIN and OPT stents were 22.75% and 5.25% respectively. In terms of minimal non-biological 

stress on vascular vessels, the OPT stent was more suitable than the SIN stent. Considering all 

the above stent mechanical properties, the OPT stent was chosen in the in vitro tests for the 



implantation into the iliac arteries of rabbits. 

 

Figure 7. Result of stents implantation in the vascular vessels. (a, b) Distributions of the maximum 

principal stress of the SIN and OPT stents. (c, d, e) Distributions of radial, circumferential and axial 

stress components in the stented region of the intima layer for the SIN (top) and OPT (bottom) stents. 

(f, g, h) Distributions of von Mises stress in the intima, media and adventitia layers for the SIN (top) 

and OPT (bottom) stents. (i) The histogram shows the area distribution of von Mises stress on the 

surfaces of the intima in the stented region for the SIN and OPT stents. The range of each bin is 5 MPa. 

Compared to the SIN stent, a significant reduction could be found in relative high-stress regions (≥40 

kPa) of the OPT stent. 



3.6. Quantitative coronary angiography and optical coherence tomography 

The in vivo evaluation, included coronary angiography and optical coherence tomography, 

at 1, 3 and 5 months follow-up, after implantation of the coated OPT stent in rabbit’s iliac artery 

(Figure 8). The in-scaffold segments were on the right branch of the iliac artery (Figure 8b, h, 

n), and the luminal diameter distributions were analyzed (Figure 8c, i, o). Neither thrombosis 

or in-scaffold restenosis were in angiography exams during the treatment period. OCT revealed 

complete endothelialization and strut embedding into the vessel wall at 1 month post-

implantation (Figure 8d-f). The 3-layered appearance of intima, media and adventitia (indicated 

by the arrows) and fibrous plaques (indicated by the asterisks) demonstrated that the coated 

OPT stents were biocompatible for vascular vessels. The following OCT observation at 3 

months showed that the lumen area increased and the attenuations of signal around the edges 

of the struts remain sharp (Figure 8j-l), confirming that the OPT stent was intact and efficiently 

supported the artery wall. Degradation was documented to be present at 5 months, as images 

were primarily comprised of normal arterial structures and a few calcific plaques (indicated by 

the double arrows, Figure 8p-r). Furthermore, according to the HE staining results (Figure S3 

a and b), the endothelialization of stent was completed and no strut malposition was observed 

at 1-month post-implantation, which was in line with OCT results. In addition, there were some 

inflammatory cells, including CD68+macrophage, to infiltrate in the tissues around strut at 3-

months post-implantation (Figure S3 e, f, h), whereas, the infiltration of inflammatory cells 

attenuated at 5-months post-implantation (Figure S3 i, j, l). Of note, the expression of VEGF, a 

pro-angiogenesis cytokine, continuously increased in the tissues around the strut in time-

dependent (Figure S3 c, g, k). 

 



 

Figure 8. In vivo observation and measurement via quantitative coronary angiography and optical 

coherence tomography. Upper panel shows the 1-month results. (a, b) Angiography in the rabbit and 

the location of the scaffolded-segment. (c) The distribution of the diameter along the iliac artery. (d, e, 

f) The OCT images in the scaffolded-segment. The bright-dark-bright 3-layered appearances 

corresponding to intima, media, and adventitia are indicated by the white arrows. The homogeneous, 

signal-rich regions corresponding to fibrous plaques are indicated by the asterisks. The middle and 



lower panels show the 3 and 5 months results respectively. The signal-poor region with sharply 

delineated borders corresponding to a calcific plaque is indicated by the double arrows. 

 

The mean-diameters of scaffolded-segments calculated by QCA statistics at post-

procedure, 1, 3 and 5 months follow-up were 2.85±0.13, 2.37±0.10, 2.58±0.18 and 2.71±0.23 

mm respectively (Figure 9). Endothelialization and neointimal hyperplasia reduced the lumen 

area during 1 month, while with the sustained scaffolding of OPT stents and vascular 

physiologic reconstruction, the lumen area increased from 1 month to 5 months follow-up. 

  

Figure 9. The mean-diameters of scaffolded-segments at post-procedure of 1, 3 and 5 months. 

3.7. Micro-CT analysis 

To obtain the detailed morphology of OPT stents under biodegradation, we performed 

high-resolution micro-computed tomography scanning of the entire scaffolded-segments 

vessels at 1, 3 and 5 months implantation. Reconstructed three-dimensional models of medium 

contrast regions, corresponding to coating and degradation product, and high contrast kernel, 

corresponding to internal undegraded magnesium stent, are shown in Figure 10. At 1 month 

(Figure 10a, b) degradation was not observed as expected. After 3 months, the main structure 

of the OPT stent remained intact (Figure 10c, d). Proximal and distal rings were subjected to 

higher contraction force from the adjacent vessels, which accelerated the stress corrosion at the 

corners of those rings and a few localized fractures initialed there. Finally, as expected, the OPT 

stent degraded significantly and lost mechanical integrity after 5 months implantation (Figure 

10e, f). The volumes of internal magnesium stent after 1, 3 and 5 months implantation are 



5.56±0.25, 3.51±0.30, and 2.43±0.35 mm3, respectively. Nevertheless, the volumes of coating 

and degradation products at the sequential time points were 1.35±0.02, 1.72±0.09, 1.17±0.14 

and 1.28±0.20 mm3, respectively, maintaining within a stable range. These outcomes revealed 

that the degradation process was carried out layer by layer from the outside to the inside, a 

combination of uniform degradation and stress corrosion. 

In short, considering the results of in vivo evaluation in rabbit iliac artery, coated OPT stent 

supported vascular vessels effectively during the period prior to degradation post-implantation, 

and as anticipated began to lose its radial strength gradually with vascular physiologic 

reconstruction around 5 months. 



 

Figure 10. The reconstructed 3D models of coated OPT stent after 1, 3 and 5 months of implantation 

via high-resolution micro-CT. (a, b) No apparent degradation happened at 1 month after implantation. 

(c, d) Slight volume loss was found at 3 months. (e, f) OPT stent seriously degraded at 5 months. Due 

to the lower signal strength of magnesium stents and their degradation products than the permanent 

metal stent, slow scan speed and high X-ray intensity are recommended. (g) The volumes of internal 

magnesium stents, coatings and degradation products and calculated based on reconstructed 3D 



models. 

 
4. DISCUSSION 

In this study, we examined the mechanical response of a magnesium alloy stent of standard 

sine wave and optimized design. The diameter-pressure response and deformation profiles were 

highly coincidence between simulation output and experimental observation (Figure 4). Dog-

boning effect and longitudinal foreshortening were mitigated significantly after shape 

optimization (Dog-boning 22.1±2.1% vs. 28.3±1.3%, foreshortening 0.6±0.1% vs. 2.7±0.3%). 

Radial recoil of the OPT stent, 5.0±0.6%, matches ISO 25539-2 criterion of ≤15.0% [53]. 

Moreover two more interesting results which were not detectable by our experimental study 

became evident including high stress and large deformation introduced with crimping (SIN 

107.4 MPa and OPT 87.5 MPa) and larger stress concentration during inflation than when fully 

expanded (SIN 308.1 MPa and OPT 266.4 MPa, Figure 4c, e). 

Crimping effects have been underestimated in metal stents. While clinical studies indict 

stress induced by crimping as one of the factors of failure reported for BRS in clinical 

observations [11, 54], deformation aspects of crimping have rarely been the focus of previous 

work on cyclical loading of metal stents. It has been assumed that the excellent mechanical 

properties of the CoCr alloy and permanent implantation negate the effects of crimping, and 

yet when examined crimping has indeed significantly impacted fracture [13, 14]. Most DES 

studies of cyclical loading have ignored these issues all together [55, 56]. Crimping effects 

should be amplified however in devices comprised of far softer and more deformable metals 

like magnesium alloys, where loads may lead to asymmetric deformation close to the tensile 

limitation, and increase the fracture risk of BMgS. Thus, the crimping process needs to take 

into account for the design of BMgS. 

Sufficient radial strength is an important factor in maintaining lumen area after stenting. 

The radial strength value of the OPT stent is almost 10% greater than the SIN stent (96.7±1.6 

kPa vs. 88.8±3.1 kPa) under the multicycle loading conditions (Figure 5a, b)  recommended by 

ASTM [49]. With multicycle loading 5 BMgS showed no collapse or buckling (significant drop 



in diameter without pressure increase), evidence that the collapse pressure of the OPT stent is 

above 180 kPa (Figure 5b). The collapse pressure of absorbable metal scaffold is reported as 

80 kPa (AMS-1; Biotronik AG, Buelach, Switzerland) [18], and 150 kPa for the second 

generation Mg scaffold (AMS-2; Biotronik AG, Buelach, Switzerland) [6]. Since the loading 

modes are different, these values can not be compared decirtly. Nevertheless the radial 

supporting ability of OPT stent looks acceptable. Furthermore, the results showed that the radial 

stiffness of the OPT stent was a bit lower than SIN stent, which is consistent with the diameter-

pressure response during expansion. 

Although most of FEM studies of cardiovascular stents report stress distribution, 

experimental validation is often lacking, for the difficulty or impossibility of conventional 

measurement techniques given the small size of stents. The recently developed microarea-XRD 

has been successfully employed to measure the residual stress on CoCr-alloy L-605 stent [57] 

and 316L stainless steel stent [58]. In the present work, the microarea-XRD method was applied 

to test the residual stress of BMgS. The residual stress matched the circumferential stress 

component well for both SIN and OPT stents (Figure 6e, f), which validates, to some extent, 

the FEM output. Corrosion of BMgS tracks with stress condition [27, 31, 59, 60] and herein 

comparison of stress distribution was most revealing (Figure 6i). Moreover, we show a 

significant difference of stress distribution on the vessel for the SIN and OPT stents (Figure 7i). 

With more uniform expansion (Figure 4a, e, f) the OPT stent had much lower circumferential 

stress component in the intima surface than the SIN stent (Figure 7d). The ‘n-shape’ link of the 

OPT stent almost eliminated the foreshortening in the axial direction(Figure 4b), leading to a 

much lower axial stress component distribution on vessel compared to the SIN stent(Figure 7e). 

Stress distribution, especially the high-stress regions, are more uniform in the OPT stent, which 

may lead to better corrosion resistance in vivo and more uniform expansion with less dog-

boning effect may reduce coating damage, and the elevated wall stress that may lead to arterial 

injury [21, 24, 40].  



 

Figure 11. Schema of stented-segments over time post-procedure. The left part of the stent in each 

panel shows the surface layer and right part the internal strut. Stents are compared with their initial 

volume, and the lumens are compared with the diameter post-implantation. (a) At 1 month follow up, 

degradation of Magnesium happened under the cover of polymer coating and vascular lining restored 

by complete endothelialization. (b) At the end of 3 months the major structures of the stent were still 

maintained supporting the vascular wall. While the polymer coating lost structure integrity and cannot 

provide effect protection for stent [51]. (c) As the stent itself erodes over the next two months 

constraint on vasomotion is removed and vasoreactivity is restored. 

 

Angiographic and OCT observations of the coated OPT stent in rabbits showed no early 

thrombosis or intravascular restenosis, reflecting the integrated biocompatibility of the device 

and its Rapamycin-eluting coating. The pLGA coating retains its integrity after expansion 

without delamination [40]. Considering that the stents were implanted into health iliac artery of 

rabbit, the vascular vessel recovered gradually with vessel enlargement in a relatively short 

period (Figure 8, 9). This finding correlates with positive remodeling, which has been reported 

to occur between 3 and 6 months by other preclinical studies of BMgS [61]. The detailed 

morphology of the degraded stent was captured by micro-CT. Based on high-resolution data 

acquisition and threshold calibration by intact stents (Figure S4), internal Mg stent and 

degradation production (containing polymer coating) could be distinguished (Figure 10). 



During the degradation of coated OPT stents, stress corrosion did not crash the supporting 

structure until 3 months (Figure 11). More important, the lumen increased back to about 95% 

dimension with the post-implantation, demonstrating vasomotion was restored at 5 months. 

This outcome is in concert with other clinical reports and in vivo studies of BMgS, degradation 

at 4 months without any early or later adverse effect via intravascular ultrasound [62], stent-

like appearance disappeared at 6 months by OCT and vasomotion was restored [63], re-

endothelialization without thrombogenesis or in-stent restenosis [64]. As a comparison with 

our previous in vivo study, bare JDBM stent in rabbit common carotid arteries fractured around 

1 month [65], and rapamycin-eluting poly (D, L-lactic acid) coated SIN stent in coronary artery 

of mini-pig depressed to luminal and failed to support the vessel no more than 2 months [38]. 

Although this comparison is somewhat coarse, the improvement of the coated OPT stent is still 

significant. 

 

Figure 12. Schematic diagram of the relationship among material, design and coating for BMgS. 

 

Materials properties, structure design and polymer coating are the three key elements in 

the stent design process (Figure 12). Previous study [31, 33] of a magnesium alloy AZ31 stent 

showed that even a well-designed device could not match the clinical requirements when pitting 

corrosion was present. In this study, we focused on using a Mg alloy with uniform degradation, 



Mg-Nd-Zn-Zr. In combination with shape optimization and FEM simulation this new material 

showed improved mechanical properties and polymer coating properties, bring us closer to 

requirements of clinical applications. This optimization strategy and numerical toolkit can be 

applied to BMgS and other biodegradable metals without the serious pitting corrosion seen with 

zinc alloy. 

As with all studies this work must be considered in light of its limitations. We did not 

consider corrosion during shape optimization. With further research of corrosion mechanism 

on coated biodegradable alloy and development of computing power, more accurate and 

comprehensive design optimization strategy will arise. Moreover, devices are anisotropic and 

the tension-compression asymmetry of Mg alloy may be primary factor accounting for 

systematic error between the experimental measurements and the simulation results in the radial 

strength test. Development of a new constitutive equation for specific alloy will improve the 

accuracy of the FEM simulations. Thirdly, the vascular vessel in this study was based on 

idealized geometries. In vivo imaging, and animal- or patient-specific artery geometries will 

contribute to more instructive information outputs. Finally, microarea-XRD was limited by the 

X-ray attenuation coefficient of magnesium, the grain size and the diameter of the pinhole in 

the equipment. Observation of the deformation history via the digital image correlation may be 

an alternative plan. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

This study provides a robust shape optimization framework and development tool for 

biodegradable magnesium stents. The main findings for the design methodology of BMgS are 

summarized as follows: 

1) Because of the large deformation introduced by crimping and high stress of stents 

during implantation, the complete deformation history of BMgS should be considered. 

2) Shape optimization with deformation history controlling could modify the crimped 

shape of BMgS, leading to parallel adjacent edges and improving the biomechanical 

behavior significantly. 



3) Finite element model could calculate reliable and precise balloon inflation profiles and 

stress distribution of the stents. However, the experimental measurement of radial 

strength is indispensable, especially the multicycle stepped loading method. 

4) Numerical simulation of the interaction between the stent and the vascular vessel could 

provide instructive information for the clinician before device implantation. 

Furthermore, an optimized Mg-Nd-Zn-Zr stent was developed via our framework and was 

comprehensively evaluated in vitro and in vivo. The key improvements are summarized as 

follows: 

1) The mechanical properties of BMgS were enhanced by design optimization compared 

to SIN stent, resulting in dog-boning effect (22.1% to 28.3%), longitudinal 

foreshortening (0.6% to 2.7%) and radial strength (96.7 kPa to 88.8 kPa). 

2) With the design optimization, the percentage of high-stress regions of stent (4.12% to 

0.68%) and vascular vessel (22.75% to 5.25%) was decreased. 

3) Rapamycin eluting coating OPT stents exhibit suitable biocompatibility and unfailing 

support ability to vessel no less than three months, besides the vasomotion was restored 

at five months. 
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Additional data 
 

Table S1. Test parameters of micro-CT 

Parameter Value Parameter value 
Source Voltage (kV) 40 Horizontal overlap 128 
Source Current (uA) 600 Depth (bits) 16 

Number of Rows 2672 Exposure (ms) 660 
Number of Columns 2000 Rotation Step (deg) 0.300 

Data Offset (bytes) 264 
Source 

Temperature(℃) 30.0 
 

 

  
Figure S1. The structure of the optimized stent. (a) The CAD drawing for laser cutting and (b) the 

design of repeat unit consists of bump element, arched element, diagonal element and kink element. 

 



 

Figure S2. Three-point bending test. (a) The finite element assembly of three-point bending 

simulation. In addition to SIN and OPT stents, a stent composed with optimized repeat unit and straight 

connection was built for flexibility test. The span length between two statics supports is 10.0 mm and the 

deflection of load applicator is 0.5 mm based on the ASTM F2606 standard. (b) The curves of force and 

deflection for 3 stents. Optimized repeat units improve the flexibility of the stent. Moreover, ‘n’ shape 

links make the OPT stent more compliancy. 

 



 

Figure S3. The histological analysis of JDBM stent in vivo. The strut were implanted into the iliac 

artery of rabbits for 1-5 months. The nucleus (blue) and cytoplasm (red) of cell were imaged by HE 

staining at 1month ( a and b), 3 months ( e and f ) and 5 months ( i and j ), respectively; meanwhile the 

expression of VEGF ( c, g and k) and CD68+macrophage ( d, h, and l) were visualized by IHF staining. 

The scale bar was 200 μm. The black arrow indicated inflammatory cells. 



 

Figure S4. The threshold distinguishing and calibration of Mg stent cross-sections by Micro-CT. 

The left panel (a, c, e, g, i) shows the reconstructed section of micro-CT raw data. The range of threshold 

is from 0 to 11451 Hounsfield unit (HU). Bare stents and coated stents before implantation were used to 

calibration the threshold for Mg strut and polymer coating based on the volume measured by the 

Archimedean method in vitro. (b) The threshold of Mg strut is [4950, 11451] HU and (d) the threshold 



of the polymer coating is [2350, 4950] HU. Due to the threshold of degradation product (PD) overlaps 

with the polymer coating to some extent and they cannot be distinguished from each other based on 

Micro-CT result alone. We assumed that [2350, 4950] HU is worked for both polymer coating and 

degradation product. (f, h, g) The marked area of Mg strut, coating and degradation product for OPT 

stent at 1, 3, 5-months post-implantation. The scale bar is 1 mm. 
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